
Allan Mecham Notes
Allan Mecham is a quality investor with a patient, disciplined approach. He wants to find quality 
businesses with durable competitive advantages and good management.

Here are some notes:

Some qualitative things to consider that provide value that don’t show up in the numbers:

- Brands
- Mindshare
- Customer Base
- Exclusive Distribution Rights
- Locations
- Management
- Location of Assets

He stress tests the portfolio:

- What does the business look like at 7-10% unemployment?
- What does the business look like at 6-8%+ interest rates?

He stresses a long term time horizon. One thing I think is crucial is that he said the first thing he asks 
himself about a business:

- What will the business look like in 10 years?

He has a very simple approach:



- He’s trying to find businesses likely to do well over time

That sounds obvious, but it’s often underappreciated. He isn’t interested in average businesses at 
extremely cheap prices. He wants businesses with growing intrinsic value, and ones with durability that 
will last over time. 

He summed up his criteria:

- He likes businesses with competitive advantages
- He likes durable businesses that have staying power
- He wants quality management
- Price that makes sense

From his ADV:

He also emphasizes simplicity—He wants to try to minimize mistakes, and he thinks that investors 
would dramatically improve results if they focused on avoiding mistakes. This shows up in his 
investment picks—he owns mostly larger companies with defensible characteristics. They often are 
simple businesses with boring prospects. 



Beware of statistical measures that invite unrealistic estimates of intrinsic value (i.e. low P/E housing 
stocks that had seen years of stable growth, but fueled by frothy credit markets):

- Lesson here: Use Common Sense!

Idea Generation:

Stock Selection and Risk Management:

“There is no substitute for critical thinking”

“Being diligent, humble, and thinking independently are key ingredients to solid risk management.”

- He focuses on simple, predictable businesses 
- He focuses mostly on downside
- Spends a lot of time thinking about the durability and staying power of a business (Uses Porter’s 

5 forces)
- He wants management teams with long term track records focused on creating value
- He stress tests the ideas for various general macro conditions

He builds a database of businesses that he would own at the right price, and focuses on that list when 
picking stocks, occasionally owning the same name multiple times. 



“We stick with what we know.”

Porter’s 5 Forces:

Key Quote:

“I think if investors adopted an ethos of not fooling themselves, and focused on reducing unforced errors 
as opposed to hitting the next home run, returns would improve dramatically.”

Forbes Article from 6/22/14:

http://www.forbes.com/sites/brettarends/2014/06/22/is-this-the-next-warren-buffett/ 



What are Mecham’s rules? Here’s what Arlington says:

 “We believe that vigilance toward risk is central to achieving strong 
returns.

 We view stock as ownership in a business.
 We let market volatility work to our advantage.
 Arlington strives to be conservative, and invest with a margin of safety.
 We exercise patience and discipline to only invest in exceptional 

opportunities.
 We focus on businesses we thoroughly understyand.
 Arlington focuses on companies with staying power. We look for long-

term durability and low rates of change.
 We look for honest, intelligent management teams with proven track 

records.
 We only invest when the price is attractive, which provides both a 

margin of safety and favorable prospective returns.”

Mecham Current/Past Holdings:
- Pepsi
- Berkshire
- Fairfax
- Leucadia
- Autozone
- Wyeth
- Watsco
- Philip Morris
- Wendy’s
- 3M
- VPRT
- RBA 
- Copart
- BAC
- CHRW
- XPO
- Y
- DFZ
-


